copter rotor wakes and acoustics require highly localunstructured tetrahedral meshes. This algorithm alized regions of mesh refinement in order to accurately lows for localized grid adaption that is used to capture predict rotor airloads, vibrations, and noise. The aerodynamic flow features such as vortices and shock solution-adaptive capabilities of unstructured grids waves in helicopter flowfield simulations. The meshare, therefore, very important for these problems. adaption algorithm is implemented in the C programTwo types of solution-adaptive grid strategies ming language and uses a data structure consisting of have recently been used with unstructured-grid metha series of dynamically-allocated linked lists. These ods. The first is a grid regeneration scheme where lists allow the mesh connectivity to be rapidly rean initial solution is obtained on a coarse mesh and constructed when individual mesh points are added then some error indicator is used to designate regions and/or deleted. The algorithm allows the mesh to in the flowfield where additional grid points are rechange in an anisotropic manner in order to efficiently quired. The grid is then regenerated with a higher resolve directional flow features. The procedure has clustering of grid points in the targeted flow regions. been successfully implemented on a single processor One major disadvantage of this scheme is that the of a Cray Y-MP computer. Two sample cases are mesh must be frequently adapted for unsteady flows presented involving three-dimensional transonic flow.
which is a computationally intensive procedure. HowComputed results show good agreement with convenever, an advantage of this scheme is that the resulting tional structured-grid solutions for the Euler equagrids are usually well-formed with smooth transitions tions.
between regions of coarse and fine mesh spacing. A second strategy for producing solutionadaptive meshes involves local modification of the INTRODUCTION existing grid in regions where the solution is either Unstructured grids for solving problems in comchanging rapidly or is relatively constant. New grid putational fluid dynamics have two major advantages points are individually added to the existing grid in over their structured-grid counterparts. First, the unregions where the error indicator is high, and removed structured mesh allows for fast and efficient grid genfrom regions where the error indicator is low. The eration around highly complex geometries. Second, advantage of this strategy is that relatively few mesh appropriate unstructured-grid data structures facilipoints need to be deleted or added at each coarsentate the insertion and deletion of points and enable ing/refinement step. However, the scheme has the J the computational mesh to locally adapt to the flowdisadvantage that complicated logic and data strucfield solution.
tures are required to keep track of the points that are The work in this paper aims to solve problems added and removed. Because of the importance of in rotary-wing aerodynamics. Here the rotor blade flowfield unsteadiness in rotorcraft problems, we have chosen the local grid modification scheme as the basis SVisiting Scientist for our dynamic mesh adaption.
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DTI QTTALTrrY fN'PEcTrD 1
is the ability to efficiently delete nodes from and add version of the three-dimensional Euler solver develnodes to the mesh. For an unsteady flow, this coarsoped by Barth [8] . The finite-volume upwind scheme ening/refinement step must be completed every few solves for solution variables at the vertices of the mesh time steps, so its efficiency must be comparable to and satisfies the integral conservation laws on nonthat of the flow solver, overlapping polyhedral control volumes surrounding For two-dimensional problems, several authors these vertices. It is a faithful implementation of Gohave presented successful schemes for dynamic mesh dunov's upwind scheme on generalized unstructured adaption while solving the Euler equations [1] [2] [3] [4] ; howmeshes. Improved solution accuracy is achieved by ever, the method is far more difficult in three dimenusing a piecewise linear reconstruction of the solution sions. One reason is that an edge in two dimensions in each control volume. This improved spatial accucan be shared by at most two triangles but an edge in racy hinges heavily on the calculation of the solution three dimensions can be shared by several tetrahedra. gradient in each control volume given pointwise values An edge is defined as a line segment that connects of the solution at the vertices of the mesh. The sotwo nodes. Thus, a tetrahedral element contains six lution is advanced in time using conventional explicit edges. This requires that data structures be much procedures. more complex for three-dimensional problems.
A rotary-wing version of this code was develIn spite of these added difficulties, dynamic oped by Strawn and Barth [9] . The governing Eumesh-adaption schemes have been developed for ier equations have been rewritten in an inertial refthree-dimensional problems (5) (6) (7) ; however, the data erence frame so that the rotor blade and grid sysstructures are not described in detail. Computer tem move through stationary air at the specified rotime and memory requirements are the key factors tational and translational speeds. Fluxes across each for evaluating any of these schemes. This is pariaecomputational control volume were computed using ularly true for large three-dimensional problems on the relative velocities between the moving grid and advanced computer architectures, the stationary far field. This formulation is valid for This paper presents a new procedure for dynamic rotors in hover and forward flight. mesh adaption of three-dimensional tetrahedral grids.
An important highlight is that the code uses an The method utilizes computer resources very effiedge-based data structure rather than an elementciently due to its innovative data structure that is based one. Since the number of efgtos in a mesh is well-suited for large-scale computations. This data significantly smaller than the number of faces, cellstructure consists of dynamically-allocated linked lists vertex edge schemes are inherently more efficient than that are implemented using the C programming lancell-centered element methods [8] . Furthermore, an guage. It is based on edges of the mesh rather than edge-based data structure does not limit the user to a the tetrahedral elements themselves. This allows for particular volume element. Even though tetrahedral anisotropic mesh refinement and coarsening that reelements are used in this paper, any arbitrary combisuits in a more efficient distribution of grid points, nation of polyhedra can be used. A successful adaptive mesh scheme consists of three components: a flow solver, a strategy for identifying regions for refinement and coarsening, and a mechanism for dynamically altering the mesh. The A mesh-adaption strategy consists of two comnext two sections of this paper will briefly describe ponents. The first is the choice of an error indicator an unstructured-grid Euler solver and a criterion for for each local region of the mesh. Typically, this ertargeting regions for coarsening and refinement. The ror indicator is not a true estimate of the error in new data structure and mesh-adaption algorithm will the solution; rather, it is an indicator of high gradithen be described in detail. Particular attention has ents in the flowfield that are assumed to be regions of been given to the scaling of the data structure and high error. The second component is the choice of the associated computer resources requirements for large number of mesh points that are added and/or deleted three-dimensional problems. In addition, two exat each adaption step. Both these components have amples will be presented involving multiple levels of a major impact on the final mesh-adapted solution. solution-adaptive mesh refinement and coarsening for
The intent of this paper is to use fairly conventional transonic problems.
error indicators and adaption strategies in order to demonstrate the new coarsening and refinement algorithm. EULER FLOW SOLVER Kallinderis et al. [5] used differences in velocity The computer code used for testing and validatmagnitude across each edge of the mesh in order to ing the dynamic mesh-adaption scheme is a modified determine an error indicator for the flowfield. This approach suffers from the problem that the velocity absolute levels for coarsening and refinement. This difference across a shock is constant. Thus, a region is particularly true when dealing with large unsteady near a shock will have a constant error value that is problems where the flow features may change dramatindependent of the number of times the grid is refined.
ically with time. There is a significant chance that the This observation was clearly illustrated by Warren et resulting mesh at some time step will be larger than al.
[10] who proposed a different error indicator in the storage capacity of the computer. order to remedy this problem. They chose an error
An alternate strategy is to target a specific numindicator that is equal to the difference in the velocber of edges to coarsen and refine at each step. This ity magnitude across each cell multiplied by a length targeting is based on the error indicators for the edges, scale for each element as but the numbers are automatically adjusted so that the total problem size remains approximately con-
(1) stant. For example, if the total problem size is limited to N edges, then some fraction of available edges are targeted for coarsening. Heuristics can then be where Ii is a characteristic length for each element, It used to choose the number of edges for refinement so is a reference length which is identical for all cells, and that the problem size stays fixed at N. This way, the Aqi is the difference in the velocity magnitude across resulting mesh is optimized according to a predetereach cell in the mesh. The presence of the length scale mined problem size and a given error indicator. This in Eq. (1) means that the error indicator is reduced strategy is used for the problems in this paper. each time the element is refined. This is true even across a shock. This error indicator is also shown to target more elements for refinement that are located ADAPTIVE SCHEME away from a shock which can sometimes dramatically
The heart of an efficient mesh-adaption scheme improve the overall results.
is the choice of a data structure. A successful data Warren et al. [101 applied the above error indistructure must contain enough information to rapidly cator to mesh adaption for two-dimensional problems reconstruct the mesh connectivity when nodes are using isotropic refinement of each element. In three added or deleted. At the same time, it must also dimensions, an efficient distribution of mesh points have a reasonable memory requirement. requires anisotropic element refinement. We modified the rro inicaor i Eq (1 sothatit oul beap-The data structure for our mesh-adaption algothe error indicator in Eq. (1) so that it could be aprithm is shown in Fig. 1 . The most important feature plied to an edge-based data structure and also permit rithis shown tineFig thet important fere of this data structure is that it consists of a series anisotropic refinement. Our error indicator is given of dynamically-allocated linked lists that are impleas =mented using the C programming language. Separate
lists are maintained for the vertices, edges, elements,
where Ai represents the vector displacement along and boundary faces of the mesh. Each record consists each edge of the mesh and AV represents the change of a C "structure" that contains several data items of in the velocity vector along each edge. Each edge of different types (i.e. integer, pointer, etc.). This flexthe mesh is assigned its own error indicator. Note ibility is not available in array-based programming that this error indicator includes a length scale that languages such as FORTRAN. allows it to decrease as the mesh is refined even across A major advantage of the linked-list format is shocks. It also allows anisotropic mesh refinement that items can be dynamically added and deleted. since the error indicator is high only when the veloc-
The associated computer memory can also be dynamity gradients are oriented along an edge. The error ically allocated in C. Static FORTRAN data strucestimate in Eq. (2) is used for the sample cases pretures require elaborate compaction and "garbage colsented in this paper.
lection" procedures when items are deleted from arOne strategy for choosing the number of mesh rays. This is not required in the present scheme. points to be removed and added at each adaption step
Another notable feature of the data structure in is to set absolute error estimate levels for coarsening Fig. I is the presence of sublists in the vertex and edge and refinement. This is the strategy used in [1,3- lists. Each vertex contains a sublist of all edges that 6] where elements with error values above a certain share that vertex. Similarly, each edge contains a subthreshold are refined and those with error values belist of all elements that share that edge. These sublow another specified threshold are coarsened. This lists dramatically cut down on search requirements in strategy is desirable as long as the two thresholds are the code. For example, if an edge is subdivided, each carefully chosen. In our experience, we found it difelement that shares that edge needs to be updated. ficult to predict the final mesh size when choosing These elements can be easily identified by traversing -----------...... solver on the Cray Y-MP. Edges that have the same to simplify the decision logic. An initial binary patcolor cannot share a common vertex. The same is tern (ipatt) is maintained for every element. An edge true for boundary faces with the same color. Edge that is targeted for refinement sets its bit position in and boundary-face colors are computed by the meshipatt to a one in every element that shares it. These adaption code as soon as new edges and boundary elements are located by traversing the element sublist. facs e ceaed.
I '--------A----------------0--------A-------------------------------
All other bit positions are set to zero. This means that there are 64 different subdivision patterns for each el- ement although these patterns can be grouped into change. Both the initial pattern (ipatt) and the final only a handful that are truly distinct. The advanpattern (fpatt) are stored. This way, if the element tage of these binary element-marking patterns is that in Fig. 3 is later coarsened, edge 2 can be automatithey allow for extremely fast subdivision of elements.
cally restored, since it was not explicitly markt.. 'oExtensive searches to find neighboring elements are refinement the first time around. not required and each element can be subdivided independently once all the edge-marking patterns are established.
6 5 4 3 2 1 edge # Only three basic subdivision types are allowed for 00 100 1 ipas -9 each element and these are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The 6 00 1 0 1 1 fpan-11 standard 1:8 isotropic subdivision is implemented by adding a new vertex at the mid-point of each of the six edges. This splits the original parent tetrahedron 2 into eight smaller tetrahedra. As suggested by L6hner 4 and Baum [6], the shortest inner diagonal is chosen for the refinement since it yields the least skewness R in the resulting new elements. The solution vector is linearly interpolated onto each new node that is added to the mesh. Figure 3 : Initial and final edge-marking patterns for The 1:4 and 1:2 tetrahedral subdivisions are used an element targeted for refinement. in two ways. First, they can result because the edges of a parent tetrahedron were targeted anisotropically.
Coarsening of the mesh is accomplished in four Second, they are used as buffers between the 1:8 resteps. First, if two sibling edges are marked for coarsfined elements and the surrounding unrefined grid. ening, they are replaced by their parent edge and the These buffer elements are required to form a valid center vertex is removed. Next, all parent elements connectivity for the new grid system. A new point that share this reinstated parent edge are reinstated that is introduced on an edge must act as a vertex for and their children are removed. Third, the binary all tetrahedra that share that edge. marking patterns for these parent elements are adElements whose ipatt values do not match those justed to reflect the fact that some edges have been in Fig. 2 are upgraded as shown in Fig. 3 . A second coarsened. Once these edge markings are complete, binary number (fpatt) is used to store these upgraded the anisotropic refinement procedure is invoked to repatterns. In Fig. 3 , edges 1 and 4 are initially marked connect a valid mesh. for refinement. The simplest way to upgrade the biThe key factor in this mesh coarsening procenary pattern to one of those in Fig. 2 is to also mark dure is that the parent elements and -,lges are reedge 2 for refinement. Thus, the element now has tained in the data structure. This means that child three marked edges on the same face and can be subelements and edges can immediately revert to their divided 1:4. The additional marking of edge 2 may parents after they are coarsened. They do not have cause the fpatt values in other elements to change as to be reconstructed from scratch. Once the parents well. Elements are continuously upgraded to valid are reinstated, the mesh connectivity is reestablished subdivision patterns until none of the edges show any using the existing element-marking patterns. There is a memory overhead for storing the parent elements, edges, and boundary faces, but the test problems in this paper show that it is relatively small (less than C 15% of the total memory requirement).
Two features of the mesh-adaption procedure re-C cm main to be described. First, there is a hierarchy between edges that are marked for coarsening and those that are marked for refinement. Even though any X edge in the mesh can be refined, only those edges that have a parent can be coarsened. In other words, edges can only be coarsened if they were created by W (b) bisecting a parent edge. This means that all edges marked for coarsening must have a sibling edge. Sib- Figure 4 : Coarsening and refinement are combined in ling edges may be marked for coarsening (C), for rethis two-dimensional example to create a new mesh. finement (R), or for no change (X). A pair of sibling edges can, therefore, only have the following combinations: R-R, R-C, R-X, C-C, C-X, and X-X. Edges panies the figure. Elements 5 and 6 are third-level that are marked R are given the highest priority and refined elements. edges marked C are given the lowest. Hence, the six In general, elements and edges must be coarsened sibling edge patterns above are always changed to Rin an order that is reversed from the one by which R, R-X, R-X, C-C, X-X, and X-X, respectively, based they were refined. This is a fairly reasonable restricon the priority rules. Thus, the only way that an tion that results from the generalized data structure edge can be coarsened is if its sibling is also marked in Fig. 1 , but it means that only certain edges are for coarsening.
allowed to coarsen during each mesh adaption step. A sample marking pattern for simultaneous
The rule is that edges of non-leaf elements as well as coarsening and refinement of several elements in two those of leaf elements having non-leaf siblings cannot dimensions is shown in Fig. 4a. Fig. 4b shows the be coarsened. A leaf element is defined as one that has resulting mesh after the adaption algorithm has been no children. When this rule is applied to the mesh in applied. Note that both sibling edges must be marked Fig. 5 , only the edges marked with a C can be coarsfor coarsening in order for the edges to be removed.
ened. All other edges must wait to be coarsened until This has occurred in three places in Fig. 4 , although these four edges are coarsened. the edges are ultimately deleted in only two of these instances. The node in the center of Fig. 4a is initially deleted during coarsening; however, it is added back in order to generate a valid mesh connectivity. This occurs because an element that shares this edge 4 must be upgraded to a valid 1:4 subdivision pattern. C Refinement always has the highest priority; thus, any 6C edge that is marked for refinement will always be re-• fined.
Note that elements have been refined anisotrop-1 2 4 ically in Fig. 4 . This capability is inherent in the 2 edge-based adaption algorithm. It can be exploited in 5 6 three-dimensional problems to yield efficient compu-C C tational meshes for resolving directional flow features.
The final feature of the mesh-adaption algorithm Figure 5 : Only edges marked with a C can be coarsconcerns rules that govern when elements can be ened in this two-dimensional example with multiplecoarsened. In general, a solution-adaptive unstruclevel refined elements. tured grid can contain elements that result from many different levels of subdivision. This can create problems when adjacent elements have large disparities in COMPUTED RESULTS their subdivision levels. A two-dimensional example
The new adaptive mesh algorithm was applied of this is shown in Fig. 5 . Here, the large triangle is to two transonic flow problems in three dimensions. a sero-level element. Elements 3 and 7 are first-level Even though both these cases represent steady-state refinements as shown in the binary tree that accomproblems, the adaptive-mesh algorithm in applicable to unsteady flows as well. Steady-flow examples were wing at each two-dimensional plane. The outer comchosen as the simplest test cases that fully exercise putational boundaries are located at approximately all aspects of the new mesh coarsening/refinement 14 chords above and below the wing. scheme in three dimensions. Fig. 6 shows the sequence of mesh refinement The first test problem is a NACA 0012 wing that and coarsening for this problem. The first mesh reis mounted between two inviscid sidewalls. The adfinement marked 1,996 edges for refinement. This revantage of this case is that although the problem is suited in the addition of 5,270 nodes and 29,064 edges three-dimensional, the results can be easily visualized to the mesh. Two additional refinement and coarsalong the sidewalls and compared to existing highening levels were then performed. We first targeted resolution two-dimensional computations. Flow con-7,508 edges for coarsening and 1,493 for refinement. ditions for this case are a freestream Mach number of
The second targeted 4,994 edges for coarsening and 0.85 and an one degree angle of attack.
1,007 for refinement. These values were chosen only The initial three-dimensional computational to obtain a reasonable solution for the problem. No mesh was created from two structured-grid H-H attempt was made to optimize the adapted mesh for meshes placed one chordlength apart in the spanwise efficiency or the accuracy of the final computed redirection. These structured-grid meshes were then suits. split into tetrahedra. Each structured-grid hexaheIt was observed that the total problem size redron was divided into five tetrahedra. The initial mains about the same if the number of targeted edges mesh consisted of 10,556 nodes and 46,592 edges. A for coarsening is approximately five times the numtotal of 65 nodes were located on the surface of the ber of edges targeted for refinement. Not all of the regions near leading edges and shocks preferentially to trailing edges. This makes sense if you look at the relative velocity gradients in these regions. This example illustrates the fact that there is much room for improvement in the choice of a universally-effective error indicator. Mach number contours for this case are shown in Fig. 7 . These contours show excellent resolution of the two shocks both on the surface and in the far field. The stagnation point at the leading edge is also captured with high resolution. Results for computed pressure coefficient on the final mesh are presented in Fig. 8 . These computed results are compared to the AGARD Euler solution N° 9 taken from [11] . This structured-grid solution used an O-mesh consisting of 320 points on the airfoil surface and 64 points normal to the surface. The outer computational boundary was located 25 chords from the airfoil surface. The results in Fig. 8 show excellent agreement between the two computed results. The slight difference in the shock locations on the lower surface may be a result of the different boundary locations and treatment for the two calculations. Although the purpose of this calculation has a more efficient mesh distribution than its structured-grid counterpart.
edges that are targeted for coarsening will ultimately -1.2 be lost. Recall that an edge can only be coarsened if
its sibling is also marked for coarsening.
The final mesh in Fig. 6 has three levels of mesh -08 refinement at the shocks and near the leading edge.
This figure shows the mesh at the inviscid sidewall -0. 4 boundaries. Edges that are interior to the boundaries are also subdivided using our error indicator given by solution-adaptive unstructured-grid scheme are comstate calculations, even on fine meshes. The final pared to those from a structured-grid method. mesh has a total of 114 nodes on the wing surface at the inviscid sidewall boundaries.
The second test case is a nonlifting rectangular It is interesting to note that there is little mesh helicopter rotor blade in hover. This configuration refinement at the trailing edge. This affects the sowas experimentally tested by Purcell [12] who mealution quality in this region and also the computed sured its acoustic performance at transonic speeds. It drag. The cause of this lack of mesh refinement is the has an aspect ratio of 13.71 and a NACA 0012 airfoil choice of the error indicator. Error indicators that section. High-quality structured-grid Euler calculaare based on velocity differences typically target flow tions have been performed by Baeder [13] for this case. Baeder's computed results show excellent agreement with measured far-field acoustic pressures. The unstructured-grid calculation begins with a very coarse structured C-H mesh on the upper half of the computational domain. Because the rotor is nonlifting, the problem is symmetric and only the upper half of the domain needs to be computed. The structured grid is then split into tetrahedra and the resulting mesh is shown in the left half of Fig. 9 . Similar to the first test case, three levels of mesh refinement and two levels of mesh coarsening are applied to this p-oblem. The initial refinement increases the prob-. lem size from 5,267 nodes to 25,242 nodes. The two subsequent refinement/coarsening steps each targeted approximately 25,000 edges for coarsening and 5,000 edges for refinement. Once again, no at#-mpt was made to optimize the mesh coarsening/refinement strategy. Approximately 750 iterations for the flow Figure 10 : Computed Mach contours for the solutionsolver were run between mesh adaption steps. The adaptive rotor mesh. final mesh is shown in the right half of Fig. 9 and contains 27,494 nodes and 172,974 edges. Note that the resolution on the rotor surface is significantly improved. There are three levels of mesh refinement This is due to a lack of smoothness in the final mesh near the blade tip at the shock.
resulting from the anisotropic mesh refinement and Fig. 10 shows the computed Mach contours on the fact that relatively few mesh points are used. A the surface of the rotor. A comparison of Figs. 9 and smoother final mesh can be realized by adjusting the 10 shows that the mesh adaption has occurred primarerror indicator and/or adding more nodes to the grid. ily in the leading-edge region of the blade and along
In spite of the lack of smoothness in the surface mesh, the shock near the tip. The resolution in these regions the quality of the solution is reasonably high. is significantly improved from the original mesh. the memory that is required by the mesh-adaption algorithm per node of the computational mesh is: Figure 11 : Computed surface pressures are compared 12 integers, 77 + 2d, + 12de pointers, and 65 bits. for the structured-and unstructured-grid methods.
These numbers represent the additional storage requirements beyond those quantities that are directly required for the Euler flow solver. These additional items are indicated by stars in Fig. 1 . This number -0. 3 ,rR -0.978 does not include the overhead of retaining storage for the parent elements and edges. This overhead is typ--0. 4 ically small (less than 15% for the test cases in this paper). The estimate also does not include the stor-0.0 age requirements for the boundary-face list because this is also typically small for large three-dimensional S0.4
problems.
--eEstimates for the CPU time can be obtained by S* or looking at the first coarsening/refinement step for the fixed-wing test case. Recall that the mesh contained 15,826 nodes and 75,656 edges after the initial refine-1.2 -ment. Of these edges, 7,508 were marked for coars-0.0 6ening and 1,493 were marked for refinement. However, only 7,026 edges were actually able to coarsen because an edge can be coarsened if and only if its Figure 12 : Computed surface pressures are compared sibling is also marked for coarsening. The coarsfor the structured-and unstructured-grid methods.
ening portion of the algorithm required 3.41 CPU seconds on a Cray Y-MP computer and removed a 56,203 nodes compared to the 27,494 that are present total of 1,852 nodes and 10,079 edges. The subsein our unstructured-grid solution. Fig. 11 shows good quent mesh refinement required 1.87 CPU seconds agreement between the two results at the 95% spanand added 2,287 nodes and 13,053 edges. Thus, the wise location. This is particularly true of the comcombined mesh coarsening and refinement step reputed shock locations. Fig. 12 shows similar good quired approximately 5.28 CPU seconds. This is only agreement closer to the tip. Here the unstructuredabout 2.3 times the amount of CPU time required for grid result shows some small wiggles that are the reone iteration of the Euler flow solver. None of the suit of the lack of smoothness in the final grid. Overquoted CPU times include the time required for I/O all, there is excellent agreement between the two comoperations. putations.
A significant portion of the computer time for both coarsening and refinement is spent on dynamic memory allocation. The algorithm uses the C dy-COMPUTER RESOURCES namic memory allocation routine called .alloc() The required computer resources for the mesheach time an item is added to the data structure.
adaption algorithm depend on the problem size and Similarly, the C system routine, fri e () is used to the relative numbers and locations of edges that are delete memory locations for items that are removed.
An alternative and much faster strategy would be to sions that have led to several improvements both in customize a memory management strategy for this the technique itself and in the paper. specific application. Large blocks of memory could be initially allocated with the system routines, and data records could be dynamically added or deleted
